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Tuesday Elections
Key Positions In WSGA, Big Four
,
President of the Big Four, heads of the WSGA boards, and
chairmen of the Week of Prayer and Wooster in India com-
mittees will be elected by the student body next Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 18 and 19, in the Student Senate room in Kauke.
Petitions were turned in Wednesday
evening nominating Ruth Ann Cooper,
Nancy Damuth, and Janice Wilson for
- WSGA administrative board president.
The successful candidate will handle
policies,' projects, social functions, and
changes in the constitutions.
Judicial Board Candidates Named
Five
,
junior women, ' Betty Evans,
Mary. Lou Baird, Kitty Leigheber,
Nancy Fisher, and Jane Goldsword, are
candidates for judicial board president
whose responsibilities include enforc-
ing the rules of .the organization and
administering penalties.
Petitions for other WSGA board
members may be taken out next week
and elections will be held a week later.
Three Run in Big Four Primaries
Ralph Booth, Bill Johnston, and
Ralph Underwood will run in the pri-
maries on Tuesday for position of
president of Big Four, correlating the
work of Westminster Fellowship, Cleri-cu- s,
Pre-Ministeri- al, and the Sunday
morning forums.
Nominations will be made by the
Big Four council and may be received
from the student body in chapel Tues-
day morning for the Week of Prayer
co-chairm- en, a' man and woman. The
same procedure will be followed in
selecting a student and a faculty mem-
ber to act as co-chairm- en of the Woos-
ter in India committee.
Other members of the Big Four
council will be delegated by the five
participating organizations sometime
next month.
Bill Rowling is in charge of elections.
Sections Enter Heavy --
Schedule of Formats
With two of the Spring formats only
a lingering memory, seven of men's
groups still have the height of the
social season to reach. Second and
Ninth Sections have held sway for an
evening and Fifth is next in line with
a date of April 22 scheduled but have
not yet announced a theme.
Third is planning a Dutch Garden
Party for the evening of April 23 and
they have procured Lower Douglass
: for the festivities. First Section will
hold forth the same evening when
they turn Lower Babcock into an an
cient Scottish castle.
On Friday, April 29, Sixth section
plans to convert Lower Babcock to the
Royal Castle of Versailles. Seventh has
planned a stiU different theme for the
site on April 30.
Again Lower Babcock will be the
center of activity as Fourth section
holds forth in an ancient Greek set-
ting. As always, Color Day will be the
occasion of Eighth section's dinner- -
theater party.
Clemens, Payne
Head YM and YW
Nancy Clemens was named head of
the YWCA and Bill Payne was selected
president of the YMCA by members
of their respective organizations in
elections held . this week, i
Heather Beck is the new vice-presi-de- nt
of YW; Kitty Leihgeber is secre- -
tary and area representative; Jeri
Mitchell, treasurer Committee and
area chairmen include Kate Gurney,
program chairman; Betty Ann House
man, membership; Ruth Cooper,
world relatedness area; Helen Gurley,
social responsibility area; Janet Crosby,
Christian faith and heritage area;
Mary Lutz, person!! and campus af
fairs area.
Vice-preside- nt of YM will be Bill
Aber. Bob Light was elected secretary;
Wilbur Lewis, treasurer; Russell Con
rad, sergeant-at:anm- .
Other members of the two cabinets
will be named in the near future at
- reorganization - meetings.
To Determine
'Charley's Aunt'
Is Choice For
Color Day Play
Charley's Aunt is the choice of
William C. Craig, head of the
department of speech for this
year's Color Day and Com-
mencement play. The Victorian
farce by Brandon Thomas will
be produced exactly as it was
first done in loyz with the ex-
ception that the Wooster cast
will be playing for broader
laughs than the original. The
text has been slightly revised to
put the English and the diction
into more modern wording.
This edition is the same play which
Jose Ferrer used as a Broadway vehicle
a few years ago and which Jack Benny
made into an hilarious movie.
Victorian Keynote
Victorianism will be the keynote of
the entire production, making the play
an absolute farce done in period style.
The lobby of the Little Theater will
have a sofa of the period backed by
a number of potted palms and the
audience will be directed to their
seats by ushers wearing typical Vic
torian garb. The pit orchestra will be
attired in a similar manner and the
playbills will be printed on long thin
sheets of butcher-pape- r, common to
the theater of the era.
Black drapes will form the-basi- s of
the three sets and painted backdrops
will supplement the drapes. One of
these backdrops was originally painted
in 1880 and this bids fair to lend a
note of realism to the story supposedly
taking place on the campus of Oxford
University.
Entre-act- e Planned
Another Victorian touch will be the
"oleos" or entre-act- e numbers. A regu-
lar feature of the theater of the last
century, these skits and musical
routines have dropped from our mod-
ern drama.
Treating Charley's Aunt in the
broad farcical aspect is not exactly a
new idea, but it will serve to balance
the fare offered the alumni for the
past several years as well as to round
out the college theater season. After
the production of Angel Street, Romeo
and Juliet, I Remember Mama, and
First Lady this bundle of gags com-
pletes the gamut from melodrama
to complete farce.
Mr Craig wishes to assure theatrical
purists that where the show may seem
thin in literary merit it is rich in
theatrical tradition and history; any
place it wears through he will aug-
ment with plenty of laughs.
The results of Tuesday's tryouts are
not yet known, but Mr. Craig reports
that the cast will have its costumes
very shortly and that these will be
used in extensive advance publicity.
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Guest artists in tomorrow evening's performance of the ST. MATTHEW
PASSION are Phillip MacGregor, bass; Harold Haugh, tenor; Margaret
Tobias, contralto; Jack Mueller, organist.
Bill Morton Steps Into
Business Manager Post
Succeeding Tom Gray as business
manager of the Index is Bill Morton,
Fourth Section sophomore.
Bill has had considerable experience
in business administration, having
managed six Little Theater produc-
tions in the last two years. In high
school he planned advertising and lay-
outs for the yearbook and worked on
the staff of the school paper.
Delegates Needed
For Model U.N.
Delegates to the Model United Na-
tions Assembly are needed for several
countries. Venezuela, Iran, Lebanon,
Saudi Arabia, and Czechoslovakia may
still be represented by students wish-
ing to participate in debate on the
North Atlantic Pact to be held in
Scott Auditorium, April 30.
Sponsored by the International Re-
lations Club, the Model Assembly will
be based on the United Nations body,
following strict rules of procedure and
presentation of resolutions.
Planned for an all-da- y session on
Saturday, April 30, the morning session
will consist of speeches, and the after'
noon will feature debate of the North
Atlantic issue.
YWCA Posts
Mwam mmmrn mm.
A '
Photo by John Atkinson
President Nancy Clemens, second from right, U shown conferring with
her officers Jerie Mitchell, Kitty Leihgeber, and Heather Beck. 7
-- Courtesy Wooster Daily Record
Easter Sunrise
Service Offered
Weather permitting, a sunrise ser
vice will be held in the stadium
Easter morning. Church youth from
town, together with members of the
Freshman and Sophomore Forums,
will conduct the service,
.
beginning
at 5:30 a.m. Professor Douglas Straton
of the department of religion is to
deliver the message. If there is rain
the program will be held in the
chapel.
Special Easter music will enrich the
regular Sunday morning service in
Westminster Chapel as the choir sings
two Bach cantatas: the Final Chorus
from The Mount of Olives, by Bee-
thoven; Today Did Christ Arise, a
Dutch carol arranged by Mr. Richard
T. Gore; and Christ Is4risen from the
Dead, by Vulpius.
Cantata No. 50, more familiarly
known as Nun 1st Das Heil, is con-
sidered one of the most powerful
expression of the idea of victory of
Life over Death. It will be performed
by double choir and orchestra.
Byers, Stalls Oppose Cambridge
Team In 'Third Force' Debate
by Toe Retzler
That a social democracy consisting of the united nations o
Europe is very desirable and would serve as a stabilizer between
U. S. capitalism and Russian communism was agreed upon by
both the English and American
Memorial Chapel.
Duncan McCrae and Percy Cradock,
students from Cambridge, England,
represented the affirmative on the
proposition: "Resolved, this house
considers the only hope for world
peace lies in the speedy development
of an international third force," and
were opposed by David Byers and
Harry Stults.
Cradock saw the U. S. and Russia
opposing each other across a gulf of
suspicion and distrust. He said we
may resign ourselves to this gulf and
attempt a military containment of
Russia 'which would have to depend
upon the whims of satellite nations
such as Spain, Turkey, and China and
would draw small free countries into
the conflict. This would eventually
lead to a third world war which he
believes can only be averted by a
union of the nations of Europe into
a social democracy.
Byers asserted that this third force
whichire supposed to maintain peace
must be an intermediate force sep
arate from the other two which a so-
cial democracy of. Europe could not
Gore Readies St. I-Ialth- eu 'Passion'
For Good Friday Performance
Visiting soloists Harold Haugh, Margaret lobias, Fnillip
MacGretror. and Tack. Mueller will ioin the 100 voices of the
College of Wooster choirndhe
Friday presentation of Inch's The
to St. Matthew, April 15, 7:30 p.m. in Memorial LJiapei.
Senate Discusses
Financial Problems
One item of interest on the
Student Senate agenda at their
meeting April 6 was a financial
report from the Gum Shoe Hop
presented by Jack Nygaard. The
balanced budget follows: Gross
income, $831.78; Total expenses,
$262.65; Profits from the play,
$579.13; Paid to the authors and
director 13 of 25 of the profits,
$144.78; Net, income, $434.35.
An amount of $85.23 willbesent
to Kenyon College as a result of the
drive for aid to those students wno
lost property in the fire. In addition
to the $61.59 profit made at the Ken
yon Benefit dance, $18.64 was collected
in the special boxes around campus
and $5 was contributed from a dif
ferent source.
Color Day Finance
Two measures were passed by the
Senate to ease the managing of this
year's Color Day celebrations. $75 has
been allotted for the Queen's Ball,
making possible the procurement of
a small dance band. Also voted upon
favorably was a motion which gives the
business manager of the festivities the
right to make out his own checks and
keep a complete financial report. This
move will centralize payment of bills
and simplify control of finances.
"Color . Day chairman Mac Taylor
submitted an estimate of expenses, and
a report on the progress of activities,
The Senate has approved a flexible
fund of $646 to be set aside for Tay
lor's expense account.
This total is itemized into the fol
lowing categories: $100 for publicity;
for pageant costumes and miscellanies,
including stadium decorations, $226;
Color Day dance decorations, $75
ushers' badges and tickets, $45 to $50;
flowers for queen and court attendants,
$120. .
Harry Woodfield and his eleven
piece band from Canton have been
secured for the Color Day dance. Cost
of the band will be $185.
Property Fees
A proposal to cut down fees on
Senate properties used by various other
campus organizations was presented
by Bill Mellin. A recommendation
was made to abolish these fees al
together in favor of a deposit fee.
aeoating teams last nignc ai
be for two reasons: Europe is too
closely aligned to the U. S. by philo
sophical, economic, and international
concepts; and Europe is too dependent
upon the U. S. for economic and
military aid. .
"A Europe unable to follow an in'
dependent policy is a cause of war,'
said McCrae in his speech. The At
lantic Pact is a good, "short-tim- e
tactical view," of the situation, but
could be more effective if Europe was
united. A third force is all ready de
veloping through the economic unity
afforded by the Marshall ' Plan and
the tradition of political democracy
that has been preserved.
"Although a third force is desirable.
it is not practical," contended Stults.
But its lack does not spell war for
there arc other hopes for world peace,
This peace is divided into a negative
peace exemplified by the Atlantic Pact
and a positive peace as found in the
functions - of - the - U.- N. which is,
"valuable as a forum for the bringing
together and exerting of world opin
ion," he said.
chamber orchestra in the Good
Passion of Our Lord According
Of this second consecutive per- -
formance of the "Passion", Conductor
Richard T. Core says, "Those who
think of Bach as a composer of dull
pieces for the piano and organ are in
for a very pleasant surprise, because
this music shows him a dramatic com-
poser as intense as Wagner.
Soloists from the Wooster Conserva
tory of Music are Miss Eve Richmond
and Mrs. Catherine Stapler, sopranos;
and Mr. Paul Modlish, baritone.
Haugh in Repeat Performance
Tenor Harold Haugh returns to sing
the part of the narrator. His voice,
one of considerable dynamic range,"
is well-know- n throughout the nation.
AgruatepiJIiram13Ir1JiauglL has
Bachelor of Divinity and Master of
Sacred Music degrees from Union
Theological Seminary, and is professor
of voice in the School of Music at the
University of Michigan.
Another encore performance will be
that of Margaret Tobias, contralto,
who will add to last year's solos the
aria with flutes, Grief and Pain.
Miss Tobias is a graduate of Oberlin
College, studied at Juilliard School of
Music, and has made three albums of
recordings.
MacGregor Sings Bass
Internationally known Phillip Mac
Gregor makes his Wooster debut as
bass soloist. The N. Y. World Tele-
gram described his voice as "polished,
expert, and altogether professional.
Basso MacGregor won a graduate fel-
lowship to Juilliard after receiving his
degree from the University of Akron
and served as an Air Corps officer for
four years.
Jack Mueller, former student of pro
fessors Neil O. Rowe and Richard T.
Gore, will command the organ. Mr.
Mueller was graduated from Oberlin
College in 1946. '
Performed annually in large cities
all over the world, the St. Matthew
Passion is considered one of the most
beloved oratorios of all time. Accord-
ing to Mr. Gore, it will be several sea-
sons before the College of Wooster
will see it again.
World Ileus
U. 5., Britain, and France approved
an occupation statute designed to
bring about the establishment of a
Western German Republic This will
bring the Allied Military Government
as such to an end. Three civilian Com-
missioners will take over, mainly in
a supervisory capacity. The Ruhr will
be controlled by an international au
thority.
Western Germany's constitutional
convention at Bonn is split over the
financial authority to be given to the ,
Republic. The Christian Democrats
want financial authority vested in the
hands of the states. The Social Demo-
crats favor vesting it in the future
central government
The United States proposed that the
U. N. Assembly look into the recent
trials of clergymen in Eastern Europe.
The proposal was added to the agenda
in spite of Communist protest.
In Peiping delegations of both Na-
tionalists and Communists sat down
to begin formal negotiations for peace.
The peace talks were initiated by the
moderate faction of the Nationalists.
Sir Stafford Cripps, Chancellor of
the Exchequer, presented bis budget
for the fiscal year 1949-5- 0. It held out
the prospect of a continuing high
rate of taxation. Britains pay higher
taxes than the peoples of any other
nation in the world.
President Truman expects to ask'
about $1.2 billion for the (Atlantic
Pact) arms program. The opposition
insists that the cost must come either
from the Marshal Plan budget or kom
the defense budget.
The Brannan Farm Program was
put before Congress last week. The
plan Is an effort to use subsidies to
stabilize the agricultural segment of
the economy without harm to the
consumers, said the administration.
'
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Ptje Two
The Grass? Keep Off!
t
--
"Grass is itself a child, the produced babe of the vegetation,'
says Walt Whitman, foremost American authority on Grass (and
its respective Leaves) . Are YOU the one who is murdering this
child? Can you sleep nights? Has your heavy foot crushed ten,
twenty, thirty blades of the verdant . carpet which valiantly
struggles for birth every year at this time? ,
Yes, it's Spring. But don't get the wrong idea about Spring.
This is the time to watch the buds, breathe fresh air, look about
and behold! Take your time when outside. Don't hurry to class
use the walks take the long way. If Spring has come, Summer
cannot be far behind. Just remember that Summer is the time to
gazelle about the Green.
Grass, continues Whitman, may be found "sprouting alike
in broad zones and narrow zones." But at Wooster only narrow
zones, confined to strips between the clay paths springing up all
over campus. What is it here campus or cow-paths- ?
Get the idea? There is a moral to it all -- and it goes some-
thing like this: KEEP OFF OUR CAMPUS GRASS1 Dr. Lowry
has declared the state of campus grass to be the "worst I've ever
seen it at this time of year" and it's the fault of the majority of
us who ignore walks in favor of short-cut- s.
One more Appeal to Authority - Carl Sandburg, in a poem
aptly entitled "Grass,' 'states the solution to the problem clearly
and simply:
am the grass,
Let me work. -
Atlantic Pact In Practice
The- - North-Atlant- ic- Pact4s-currently-the-subject-of-wide- spread
discussion and comment-a- nd rightly so. Therefore it is
in continuance of this spirit of evaluative inquiry, that these few
following practical considerations of the Pact are made.
The Pact's main aim is to provide a maximum deterrent
against aggression, by the implementation of the principle of
collective right; that is, to prevent war by taking a firm united
stand against it. However, one fact should not be disregarded: that
through the Marxian eyes of one who believes that war between
Capitalism and Communism is ultimately inevitable, the Pact
cannot, be construed as other than leading directly towards war.
For it is an evident, though not always readily admitted truth,
that the Pact itself goes far beyond the permissible regional agree-
ments envisioned by the U. N. Charter. The major, practical value
of the Pact lies in the discouragement of aggression on a local
level, through presenting an immediate threat of global war-tho- ugh,
should local aggression develop, the fulfillment of such
a threat would be insanity.
However, in the Pact we notice considerable confusion as
to a definition of aggression. On the one hand, an overt belligerent
act by the Red Army seems to be meant; while on the other, the
spread of Communism through internal infiltration seems to be
indicated. At the moment, the former is something scarcely prob-
able except if unusually critical circumstances should suddenly
evolve; while military power is certainly no solution for the second
' peril. Moreover, the implication that popular revolt is to be
resisted by military might, is something of grave concern to many
who are far from being Communistic.
The question of practical efficiency is also somewhat problem
matical. The Pact is a means of supplying, through collective
effort, an adequate defensive strength which Western European
nations, because of precarious economic circumstances, could not
alone afford. But if the Pact is to be widened to include Denmark,
Iceland, Italy, and Portugal (all now invited), then the American
armaments provided (and American resources do have a limit)
might be too thinly spread out. For an enlargement of the Pact
would augment the defined area in which aggression could occur,
yet not materially add to the over-al- l collective strength. And
furthermore, the strategic situation in Western Europe clearly
calls for concentration and not dispersal of military migh. There
is a limit to the number of nations capable of functioning in
efficient integration. The great danger here is that focal emphasis
might be placed perhaps is already being placed 'on winning
rather than avoiding a World War III.
The Atlantic Pact proclaims a new American position one
of swift and inspired courage in the face of dangerous Soviet in-
tentions. It proclaims that the historic isolationist influence, which
for o long permeated American policy, is, for all practical po-
litical purposes, dead-des-pite the vociferous efforts of reactionary
elements, in Congress. It proclaims that, whatever may be the
causes of possible warfare, uncertainty as to the American attitude
cannot be included among them. But the United States must not
fail to realize that Communism can only be stopped by achieving
economic security in threatened areas.
The North Atlantic Pact will not really, alter the world situa-
tion. But, a judiciously firm and idealistically cautious imple-
mentation of it, could mean the difference between peace and
disaster.'
--Bentley Duncan
Member
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Shaffer Defines Campus Sites;
Sights Suffer Accordingly
by Lowell Shaffer
Recently I asked a student what he thought about the Woos
ter campus. "Well, I'll be deeped in thought!" he replied, "I
haven't really given it my whole-hearte- d, undivided attention.
Please, oh please, tell me what it all means." Of course, with a
request like that I couldn't resist.
1. The statue of Abraham Lincoln was not erected by the
freshman class in honor of his declaration of Thanksgiving. Nay,
lad, nor is it there because a bunch of pennies took root. It hap
pened that Mr. Lincoln stepped outside the chapel during the
intermission of a concert when a group of trustees came by. His
left foot is on a cigarette butt.
Snippings; Clippings
By
Eugenia Colflesh
Tis spring time and the exchanges
are filled with rhyme.
Stop:
"The blades of grass so brave and
straight
Stretch upward toward the sun
And then the hoards all classward
bound
Unmercifully mash each one.
Into the moisture softened earth
The gentle blades are pressed
By ignorant feet in eights or tens
Of the educated best."
The Kilikilik
Look- :- '
"Roses are red, and violets blue,
Try diggin' not dishin'
Find out if it's true.
Bouquets on a campus are quite
within range
Try diggin' not dishin'
This year for a change."
The Akron Buchtelite
Listen:
"Star bright, star light
..."
The ageless magic I did recite.
"What does it mean, this stupid
rhyme?"
."Why men have known since the first
of time ...
That one of those twingling lamps
afar ;
Is not just a sun, but the wishing star.
I wish on the brightest, though any
will do,
For there's one that will make all
your dreams come true."
"Prove this fable men' have held so
long."
No, foolish cynic, you prove I am
wrong."
The Videtle
(z) . The student union was not
erected as a place for students to hear
classical records on the juke box. Nay,
lad, nor is there, a larg& vault in the
basement where Bertha Veeps her soc-ond-ha- nd
books. Since they put smok-
ing rooms in the girls dorms, it was
imperative that there be another place
where students aren't allowed to
smoke ...
(3) . The sun dial on the quad wasn't
erected by the Wooster Chamber of
Commece. It isn't that ironical. Nay,
lad, nor was it put there by the philos-
ophy department so they wouldn't
have to go to first hour on rainy days.
Remember Old Main? That sun dial
is the speedometer of the fire truck
which hurried to the scene.
(4.) Hoover Cottage is not a mouse
trap, although, in a way, it is. Nay,
lad, nor is it the top of an old steam-
boat which got marooned when Apple
Creek changed its course. It is Woos-ter'- s
locked door. You know the one
which nobody opens when touring
prospective students around the cam-
pus.
(5) . In fact, the campus is not really
just a campus. Nay, lad, nor is it the
place to which parents send their kids
when they get too big to have around
the house. The campus is a place
where you get higher education, if
you define your terms.
A senior whose first name
Was Bing,
Quit studying
When it came Spring.
He wanted to languish,
Not cause his profs anguish- -
'Tis now known as
Old Bing's last fling . . .
Dear Editor:
Ever had a class assignment in this co-operati- ve institution which requires
all members of said class to go to the library in order to share magazine
references which cover the subject? Ever found what you're looking for?
Or do you, like" all the rest of us, find every issue except the particular
one you're looking for . . . because some wiseacre has decided that since
he is the only one in the class who has the assignment, he might as well
take the magazine to the dorm for a few days in order to give the reference
the fullest possible consideration!
What kind of a deal is this where one person can cause twenty students
to come back day after day to check a reference, only to find that the magazine
they want has seemingly disappeared off the face of the earth?
When an assignment is made for the entire class to gather material on
a subject which, as many, has limited reference possibilities, the only sports
manlike attitude is that of considering that other students will be seeking
the same information.
Taking a magazine from the library, or removing the issue from its
proper place and hiding it at the bottom of the pile as is not infrequently
the case, is an act of poor sportsmanship and a demonstration of a thoughtless
attitude which in no way can be justified.
You-find-i- t; I-ca- n't.
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After The Wind
; '
Copyright
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i by Esquire, Inc
'lve been going out with a Frenchman and I want to learn
what he keeps whtsjmingto'm9"
by Jack Bobbin
Well, it is just the other day that we are tottering down the
chapel steps when one of our number is calling attention to altnrr klir-L- . klK C U w'JJI. f .u- - I XT . iivugi uwu in me niiuuic ui uic quau. rNaiurauy, everyone
is somewhat surprised, since we have been tottering down the
chapel steps for some times, although sometimes .more so than
others, and we are never seeing a long, black blob in the middle
of the quad..
.
But the blob is there. And what is more,
it is at this time that the blob begins toj wave. Of course we are waving back, al
though afterwards we are wondering why
we are being so forward, for we are not
at all accustomed to waving at blobs. And
n. 'jespecially uniaenuneu ones.
But this blob is carrying on to such an
extent that we are beginning to wonder,
if it is not someone we know. Furthermore,
what are we hearing but a few verses from
lilack is the Color of My True Lave s Hair which is a fine song
but is definitely out of place in the middle of the quad after
chapel. And things become even worse when the song is changing
into the refrain of "Careless Love" because we are afraid that
some of the chapel dollies are being offended if they hear this
and so we are climbing over the wire and are waltzing to the
middle of the quad in order to see just what is causing all this
commotion. x
As we draw nearer it is plain to see that we are looking at
a-
- character lying flat on his back with his shoes and --anklets off.
What is more, he is singing and laughing and digging his metatar-
sals and what-no- t into the grass and cutting up in general. And
this is not all. Beside him is a half-empt- y bag of lemon drops
with a notice on the bag that these drops are containing not
less than 3 and not more than 6 sugar. Well, at this we are
greatly horrified because. itjs known-byone-and,- all that this is
not done in circles such as ours, partly because --lemon drops are
so expensive but mostly because it is considered unsightly by
those in the know for empty lemon drop bags to be scattered
about the campus.
But as we approach, this character stops wiggling his toes
and begins raising his head and we see that it is by all means
our old pal Olo who is grinning and eating lemon drops for all
he is worth.
Well, we are smiling and saying hello although at the same
-
: u it.: ; i a iLiiiiv. m, ivimig mai 11c is mailing inline a iuikus. rvisu,
we are saying, it is considered a little indecent to by lying around
in view of everyone with no shoes and no anklets. And, we are
adding, when Al comes along with the roller it is going to be
too bad for youl But Olo is not to be dissuaded. Spring, he
chortles, is here. Furthermore, there is nothing wrong, he main-
tains, with lying in the sunshine in the middle of the quad,
although it is at this time that one of our more caustic members
notes that they are not wiring off the quad all this time for
nothing and that if there is something that Olo is lying in, it is
definitely not sunshine.
No, says Olo, it is Spring and he is having every right to
catch a little sun. And what is more, he is saving a place for his
dolly, Chrysanthemum, who is coming out to join him just as
soon as the bell is ringing. Chrysanthemum, he advises us cagily,
is not at all partial to characters who are standing around while
she is trying to acquire a proper and lady-lik- e suntan.
Well, at this we are not only hurt but are a little embarrassed
because we are by no means wanting people to think that we
are the type who is doing a thing like this. So we are telling
Olo that it is indeed Spring and that perhaps we are not only
wrong but are even a bit unfair to normal Spring activities at
which Olo is giving us each a big lemon drop and is sending us
on our enlightened way.
Disappearances Pondered: Kleptomaniacs,
Perchance? Or Gremlins Also, Ilaybe?
by M. A. Early
Coathangers . . .coathangers ... where do coathangers ma-
terialize? No one ever thinks of putting on his hat and coat and
rushing out to the store to buy coathangers. No one ever adds
them to a shopping list as you would toothpaste or soap-powde- r.
It has been suggested that coathangers stem from dry-cleanin- g
establishments. This theory would seem to be invalidated, at
least on this campus, by the mere observation that no one has that
many clothes nor can he afford to have them cleaned that often.
Anyway, has anyone ever wondered where those cardboard abor-
tions sprang from? It was the practice of many cleaners during
the war to collect perfectly good wire hangers (one for each gar
ment to be rendered odorless and spotless) and to return said
garments suspended from weak paper structures. ,
Do coathangers spring from the
closets of new houses like Minerva
from Zeus' forehead? Well, possibly.
It could even be that coathangers
form a part of the heirloom legacy
and are handed down from generation
to generation, yea, even to the end of
the earth. Be they wood, wire, satin- -
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covered or even cardboard, 'twould
seem wiser to accept the bounty and
not question the source.
And the matter of paper clips. Why
is it that no matter how many you
procure from the local merchant, there
is never one around at the moment
of need or want? Could it be that the
Gremlins who harried our armed
forces during the late unpleasantness
are having post-wa- r employment prob-
lems? Even if all these sprites have
been rechannclled to lifting paper
clips out of range of vision at the
moment of necessity, it hardly seems
possible that there are that many
Gremlins.
And anyway, if all the Gremlins are
busy with paper clip lifting, then who
is it licks all the stamps before you
get around to using them? And who
moistens the horribly flavored muci-
lage on the envelope flaps so that you
can't even open them to put in your
witty epistles. And so that they come
open in the mail, losing forever to
posterity your erudite wisdom. Prob-
ably it's the same person who hides
your bottle opener when you've re-
ceived an - unexpected windfall of
carbonation and the same jerk who
forgets to put the cap back on the
toothpaste.
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MUTTERING
by Jack Dritt
A very important part of an educa-
tion is learning to accept responsibili-
ties and to respect and adhere to the
rules laid down in the community in
which one lives. Good sportsmanship
embodies such " rules' of conduct."" A
person who classifies himself as a gtod
sportsman, and I'm not talking now
from an athletic proffeciency angle
but rather from the point of view that
he abides the rules of the game and
will not purposely hinder his fellow
man by destroying communial prop-
erty, lives by the above mentioned
code of conduct.
Spring weather has arrived and with
it come the joys and pleasures of the
spring and summer sports, such as
baseball, track, tennis, and golf. The
latter sport must of necessity be the
subject of this article. Tongue lash-
ings are not in my field of interest but
I feel that the Wooster student body,
at least those who use the golf course
whether they use it in the daytime or
at night, deserve a talking to.
Rules Should Be Followed
In the first place the golf course
is not just a large green expanse of
college property which keeps itself
mowed and watered and irf good shape
... it is yours. You the student body
are the ones who derive the benefit
from the course, not the college. It
costs the Athletic Department several
thousand dollars a year to maintain
-- the greens and the fairways so that you
may spend a few relaxing hours in
the sun. In order to keep the course
in its best possible condition not only
must time and money be spent but
certain fundamental rules must be laid
down and followed.
One of the cardinal rules on any
course is "replace divots". If this isn't
done the fairways will soon lose their
grass and will become nothing but
eroded land. It only takes a few sec-
onds to replace a divot and the bene-
fit derived from such action is self
evident.
Read and Obey Signs
Secondly when a sign is put up on
the first tee which says in as brief and
as terse terms as possible that the
course is CLOSED, observe that sign.
It wasn't put there just for the sake
of something to do but it was put
(Continued on page 4)
The Season's
Smartest Bows
:$5o
There's nothing like a bow tie or two to smarten up a
man's appearance. Here are a few of the wide assortment
of Wembley bows we're featuring this week at just 1.50
each. The season's newest shades and patterns that har-
monize with new spring suits. They're already tied, to save
fuss and bother.
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his strong
thin-cla- d team of last year. Missing
are Harry Scheifele, one of the most
outstanding cinder men ever to wear
a Scot sweater, Dave Blackshear and
Bill Campbell. Scheifele's loss will be
felt in the hurdles, high jump and on
the relay teams.
Coach Munson has the good fortune
of having a little more time than the
rest of the--tut- ors to ready his men
for the coming season. There are two
meets schduled for April, the first one
being with Denison's "Big Red" here
April 27. Three days later the Scots
journey to Kent State.
Guzzo in Charge of Linkmen
Because of recent changes made in
the coaching staff Johnny Swigart has
Pot PH.
BRENNER BROS.
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Spring Sports Draw 130 Athletes;
47 Contests Scheduled By E. ML Hole
From the number of athletes who have answered the coach's
call it would seem that there is a large interest in intercollegiate
sports this spring. A total of 130 men have reported for action
on the five Spring squads. Keeping a weather eye these days the
Scots and the coaching staff are taking advantage of every available
hour in an effort to be ready and in top form for the 47 athletic
contests scheduled by Athletic Director E. M. Hole.
Since Wooster's new head football
coach, Phil Shipe, is unable to be here
this spring, Coach "Chuck" Slagle has
taken over the responsibility of the
two-wee- k practice session begun last
week. Of the 33 gridders who reported
for the abbreviated session, eight of
them were lettermen and 15 won their
numerals on the Frosh squad last Fall.
Coach Slagle's workouts have been
consisting of shoulder1 and body
blocks. Forward passing and punting
Jim Kennedy is one of the re-
turning lettermen this year.
drills have also been run off with
special attention given to protection of
the passers and punters
Six Cinder Lettermen
Coach Carl B. Muson has six of the
nine lettermen back from
taken over the post as baseball coach,
leaving John Guzzo of Wooster, and
only letterman from last year, in
charge of the linksters. There are
several Sophomores vying for posi-
tions on the team including Dave
Dowd, who won a letter last fall as
a guard in football. Earl Shaw, scoring
ace for the Scot hoopsters, is seeking
to win his second letter by dribbling
the small sphere into the cup.
The Scot linkmen open the season
at Kent April 15. Denison plays here
April 18 and Kenyon arrives here the
next day for their match. The Scots
then hit the road for two matches, one
with Denison April 22 and the other
one with Mount Union April 29.
Scot Nines Open Season Saturday
Coach Johnny Swigart's nine open
their season against Denison at Gran-
ville Saturday afternoon "and play
Fenn in the home opener April 19.
Three of last year's lettermen who
graduated last year and must be re-
placed are Ed Borowy, southpaw
chucker, Dick Gaver, shortstop and
captain and JimWeygandt.
The Scot baseballers for the '49
season, captained by Dick Snoddy will
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Joe Lane, versatile Scot sports-
man, is another of the returning
lettermen to Swigart's Nine.
play five games this month, two of
them on the home diamond. The
schedule shows that Wooster will play
Denison April 16, Fenn April 19, a
trek to Kent April 23, to Kenyon
April 26 and to Muskingum April 29.
Kent State Canton Branch plays here
April 30.
Netters Having Playoffs
With the recent good weather, ex-
cept for yesterday's ran, the clay
courts have dried and Mose Hole has
started his playoff games to determine
who will be on the tennis sextet. Only
two lettermen, Dick Clark and John
Compton returned this year. Hopefuls
to fill the other berths are Rob Lucas,
who was on the squad last year, Dick
Bird, Ed Schefrier, John Kenny and
a host of others.
Their first meet was scheduled for
April 16 with Kent State but that
match has been postponed indefinitely.
Other road trips this month take them
to Granville April 22, Oberlin April 28
and to Allegheny April 30.
HONEYMOON
IN VERDANT HILLS
Enjoy the bounties of oldtime liv-in- g
at a friendly homestead, high
in the Poconos. Easygoing infor-
mality, no organized activities, yet
plenty to do. Tempting, hearty
meals (Breakfast until 11:00)
A most romantic setting for the
start of life together. The genial
company of other newlyweds, a
carefree atmosphere, easygoing in-formali- ty,
memorable meals(Breakfast until 11:00). Vigorous
outdoor life, or magnificent loaf-in- g.
Cheery homelike rooms with
bath, or charming, secluded cot-
tages (with bath). American Plan,
all year. 100 miles N. Y. or Phila.
Ask , for our Three Honeymoon
Plans.
THE FARM ON THE HILL
Box 9506, Swiftwater, Pa.
IDEAL DAIRY "
Quality Dairy Products
133 N. Bever St Phone 319
MANN'S
LAUNDRY and
An Agent
Scot Linkmen To
Face Kent State
On April 15, the Wooster Scots will
open their long and rugged golf
schedule with the Kent State linkmen.
The team will be paced by John Guzzo
of Wooster who is the only returning
letterman. Two positions will be filled
by promising sophomores, Dave Dowd
and Bob Paige. Dave was the winner
of the Boles cup in last year's playoff.
Just who the fourth man will be is
not yet determined and there are a
host of players scrambling for the spot
Earl Shaw, basketball star, Stan Wili-so- n,
Bill Coulter, Roger Pratt, Jack
Milligan, Benny Tommassetti and Don
Jose.
The future prospects for the team
which won a majority of their contests
last spring are fairly good. Long hours
of practice In the blazing sun plus
plenty of stiff competition should give
the Scots that added "zip" to make
them of near-championsh- ip calibre.
Denison First Foe
On Cinder Card
by Jack Lang
"Beat that watch!" is the battle cry
of Wooster cinder men as the squad
of 30-od- d men shape up for meet
No. 1 against Denison's Big Red
Wednesday, April 27.
Coach Carl B. Munson is putting his
men through routine time trials and
says
-
thatitwill-be-the-wat- ch - that
determines the starters in the events
when the Big Red goes after the kill.
Denison lost out in its first meet of
the season against Heidelberg last
Saturday but has a meet with Oberlin
and a freshman-varist- y fray before
coming up to Severance stadium oval.
With these three pressure trials under
their belts, the men from Granville
should prove rough customers.
An intraclass meet is on tap for
the Wooster tracksters April 23. This
intersquad meet and time trials will
be the only standards to guage Scot-dora- 's
talents before No. 1.
To Stage Pre-Seas- on Meet
Th Boondogglers club will sponsor
the intraclass meet. Each class-fresh- man,
sophomore, junior, and senior-w- ill
be pitted against each other if
present plans survive.
The long distance men's organiza-
tion will be in charge of arranging
starters and judges and will check the
grounds and supplies. The events will
come off in conference meet order with
each Woosterite opening up for the
honor of his class,
A box will be placed at the gate and
donations will be accepted from the
spectators. All donations will go into
the club's fund covering cost of track
demonstration pictures which the or-
ganization ordered on credit.
Coming Along Slowly
to be improving and others that are
Now for a look around the field
trying to pick out the men that seem
approaching season form.
In most of the running events the
early timings have not approached
the expected par. The two-mile- rs have
yet to push past the finish in less
than 11 minutes. The milers are hav-
ing trouble with the 5 minute, 10
second mark. Half milers are sluggish
with a 2 minute 12 second best. -
Dash men are still working on 11.2
seconds in the 100-yar- d event and 25
seconds in the 220-yar- d dash. The
440-yarde-
rs are worried about the
55 second mark. The hurdlers hadn't
gone through the first barrier time
trials at the writing of this article.
Over in the field events there is
still a lot of work to be done. There
seems to be a little strength in the
high jump, the discus and shot. The
broad jump is still lax and the poie
vaulters are still working on form.
The period of getting in shape is as
yet not over for the track team. Within
ten days the fellows will have to de-velo- pe
into mid season physical fit-
ness because after the meets start there
are seven scheduled in a period of four
weeks.
Still with a tremendous job ahead,
squad members spend the latter part
of each afternoon in the week check-
ing form, increasing wind capacity,
and racing against Mr. Munson's stop
watch.
LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING
m Each Dorm
CLrisiy, tlelz, Elalinouslii Sliino
In Baseballers' Firsl Practice Guns
by Brent Loban
Busack's Boys thumped Snoddy's Sluggers by an 1 1-- 5 score in
a practice game Saturday afternoon on the baseball diamond.
Four men collected a brace of hits for the victors: Malinowski,
Lane, Busack and Metz, with Clyde Metz's single and triple driv-
ing in three runs. Wib Christy was the hitting star, collecting four
ior nve, inciuaing one uouuie.
Jesse Malinowski pitched the first
four innings for the Busack's, allow-
ing two hits and one walk while
striking out six. The three runs scored
against him were unearned. He
showed considerable skill in pitching
his way out of danger in the first
inning, when, after Cristy led off with
a double, no one reached third base.
His successors pitched well also, al-
though showing less control. Roger
Johnson allowed two hits in three
innings, and Jim Craven one hit and
two unearned runs in two innings.
Captain Dick Snoddy started for his
team and but for errors would have
emerged untouched as he kept two
hits and a walk spread over three
innings. Lowell Shaffer, a fastballer,
was hit for five earned runs in his
three innings. Clarence Slembowski
pitched the last two innings and al-
lowed four hits and three runs.
"Wooster weather" has prevented
effective infield practice and this
showed clearly, especially early in the
game: Jim Kennedy made a nice run-
ning catch of Bill Morris's second
drive to deep center field;
Skip Combes showed an excellent arm
from his position at shortstop.
First base competition is especially
keen between Joe Lane, a letterman of
last year, and Bill Morris, a fancy-fieldin- g
sophomore.
The Denison game at Granville,
scheduled to be played Friday, has
been postponed till Saturday afternoon.
Boy-Gi- rl Badminton
Play Provides Action
Badminton is here! On Monday
night four doubles matches and six
singles contests were scheduled. The
results of the doubles were as follows:
Elder and Park won over Tanner and
Walton, Evans and Dorricott topped
Rhine and McClelland, and Horton
and Meeker beat Baird and Shaw.
Robbins and Thome won their
doubles match with Fischer and Apple-
white by default. In the two singles
games that were played, J. Fischer
topped- - Morgan and Reinhart won
out over N. Fischer. The other four
singles were won "by default; Short
defaulting to Caler, Jordan to Kisler,
Digel to Sheffler, and Lautenschlager
to McClelland.
Three Teams Have
Unmarred Records
In Volleyball Play
Three games remain on the schedule
in the intramural volleyball tourna-
ment for men's teams. Both leagues,
Kenarden and Trolley, will play to-
night and the following Tuesday and
Thursday. Undefeated Second and
Fifth share the top honors in the
Kenarden League. The Stadium Vets
are the only unbeaten team in the
Trolley League.
Second handed Eighth its first loss
last Tuesday 15-- 5, 15-- 1. Fourth beat
Sixth 15-- 9, 15-- 3. Fifth walloped First
15-- 2, 15-- 5. In the final game of the
evening Third held off Seventh's rally
in the third match to win 15-1- 1, 9-- 5,
and 15-- 8.
The Stadium Vets posted their
fourth win on Tuesday when Colonial
was forced to forfeit. Kappa Phi tri-
umphed over Phi Delt 15-- 4, 15-- 7 to
move into a second olact tir. Third's
Seconds knocked off Ninth 15-- 9, 15-1- 0
and Taylor Vets won their first game
by downing hapless Eighth 15-- 2, 15-- 9.
There has been much enthusiasm
among the players in all the games in
this intramural program which spans
the period between the basketball and
softball seasons.
.
STANDINGS:
Kenarden Won Lost Pet.
'II 4 0 1.000
V 4 0 1.000
VIII 3 1
.750
HI 2 2 .500
VII 2 2 .500
IV 1 3 250
VI 0 4. .000
Trolley Won Lost Pet.
Stadium Vets 4 0 1.000
Kappa Phi 3 1
.750
Phi Delt 3 1
.750
Third 3 1
.750
Colonial 13 .250Ninth 13 .250Taylor Vets 1 3
.250
Eighth 0 4 .000
!
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SHOE REPAIR SHOP
Quality Repairing
215 East liberty Street
And a Refreshing Pause
Helps You Get There, Too
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COCA-COL- A BOTTLING CO. OF WOOSTER
O 1949. Th Coco-Co- tq Cogay
Photo by John Atkinson
Betty Dodds and James Bidle will be corresponding with dasmatet from
all ove rthe country when they assume duties of the alumni secretaries
for the class of 1949.
y
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SFRC Condemns Grass-Walker-s;
Asks Cooperation From Students
"Worst I've seen it at this time of year" was the comment
of President Howard Lowry in regard to the campus grass over-
run by students and faculty in their carelessness. "Terraces in
particular have degenerated to mere clay-banks- ," stated Dr.
, . . .t .1 r i n i t T 1 'a. a.l-o- wry at tne meetingoi tne-aiuaen- t-r acuity relations commuiee
meeting last Monday evening in Galpin Hall.
In mutual accord, the student-facult- y
body asks that Woosterites stay
on the walks until the campus greens
have matured to a hardier state. At-
tention was called to many acts of
carelessness in this regard, carried to
the extreme of ducking under wires
to take short-cut- s.
Reject Section Show
Representing Third section, Web
Lewis proposed to the body that his
section be allowed to present a min-
strel show in Scott Auditorium next
year to raise funds for the section.
Fearing to set a precident of outside
groups using Scott during an already-crowde- d
schedule, the S.F.R.C. ruled
that individual groups on campus may
not use Scott for private productions.
At present, only Little Theater and
all-camp-
us productions are allowed the
use of stage faculties.
The group decided, however, to in-
vestigate the possibility of initiating
an Inter-Clu- b Stunt Night with sec- -
flOTlft Slnrl rlllKs nroenntinnr irnvlatu lr:n
on a competitive basis.
To Consider Divided Chapel
Chapel-chiselin- g was again discussed,
and a motion was passed to recom-
mend Student Senate consideration of
a plan to institute divided chapels for
next year, based on a rotation of
classes to Scott Auditorium. It was
felt that this change would greatly aid
chapel seating problems, facilitate
more effective attendance-takin- g by
monitors, and add to class unity in
having these individual chapel pro-
grams.
Suggestions that the number of
monitors be increased to prevent chapel-chise-
ling were rejected as an in- -
WHY TAKE A CHANCE OF HAVING
HER CAMPUSED?
Be Sure Your Watch Is Accurate
We will check the timing of your watch on the
latest electronic machine at no charge. j
i
Watch Repair 1 to 7 Day Delivery
ft
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effective solution to the problem.
Consider Four Reports
Dr. Lowry announced that four re-
ports have been submitted by various
fire authorities after inspection of
Wooster buildings. Now under con-
sideration, the recommendations of
these agencies will be developed into
a concrete program of action which
will be announced in May.
Dean William Taeusch stated that
college authorities are investigating
plans for blanket insurance plans
covering accident and property loss
for students and faculty alike.
Methods In Enameling
Shown to Chem Club
Drama of Porcelain was the title
of Dr. M. J. Bahnsen's lecture for the
edification of the Wooster chapter of
the American Chemical Society. Dr.
Bahnscn is the director of research
for the Ferro Enamel Corporation of
Cleveland and he explained the ins
and outs of enameling surfaces for
kitchen and .bathroom use. The lec-
ture was illustrated with a demonstra-
tion of the actual processes involved.
Showing the raw materials in bulk,
Dr. Bahsen then produced these ma-
terials in the "frit" or powdered form.
This frit is then heated in a furnace
to a molten state and applied to the
steel, concrete or iron base. The out-
moded method of application is to
sprinkle the powdered frit over a
molten base. This has been supplanted
by the newer procedure of suspending
a solution of frit in liquid clay and
dipping the solid base into this sus-
pension, he explained.
woosTioido
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Senate Will Show
Easter Film Sat.
Golgotha is the title of a movie
to be shown in Taylor Hall on Satur-
day, April 17. The first showing will
be at 7:30 p.m.; the second at 9:30
p.m. A contribution will be taken at
each performance.
"It comes recommended as one of
the best religious movies ever pro
duced", says John Talbot, student in
charge of securing the film. The movie
is produced by the Parson Film As-
sociation. Centering around the trial
and crucifixion of Christ, the film
deals with the last week of the
Saviour's life.
Memorial Fund
Buys Art Books
"We live in deeds, not years" is the
inscription found on the bookplates
which mark the Joanne Barnum Me-
morial collection of fine arts books in
the college library.
Students, faculty, campus organiza-
tions, and Mr. and Mrs. Dodge
Barnum have contributed a total of
$496.00 to the memorial for the fresh-
man girl who died suddenly on Oct.
7 in Beall Hall.-Mo- re than half that
amount has been placed in a trust
fund from which books in the fields
of music, drama, art, and creative
writing will be added yearly. The
initial collection of art books was dis-
played in the library during the week
of March 2, Joanne's birthday.
Migs Bonnell, acting as chairman of
sponsored the memorial, together
with Miss Maudie Nesbitt, librarian,
and Miss Sybil Gould, art professor,
selected the books.
MORE ON . . .
Senatorial
(Continued from page 1)
Senate members passed a ruling, to
become effective this year, that one
month before the end of the semester,
a middle page will be inserted in the
Voice to publish financial reports of
campus-wid- e organizations. These will
be the Senate, Big Four, Index, Voice,
MSGA, WSGA, and the four classes.
(Editor's Note: No mention was made
of who would pay for the extra page.)
New Sound in Scott
John Talbot reported the need for
a better sound system in Scott Audi-
torium for the showing of movies. Ap-
proval was given for the purchase of
a splicer, microphone, and a reel for
shorter films. A new 9x12 screen has
already been set up.
The SFRC has requested that the
Senate take some sort of action on the
chapel seating problem. Student opin-
ion will be sounded out first.
The "trespassing on the grass" prob-
lem has again become acute. Dotty
Daw was appointed chairman of a
committee to deal with the situation.
See Us
For Extra I , ft?
Prints .
of Your
Snaps
tf11
Your folks
and friends
will enjoy
your best
shots as much as you do. Order
enough prints to go around.
Prompt, expert service.
SNYDER
CAMERA SHOP
East Liberty at Bever
BEFORE BUYING YOUR EASTER
JEWELRY OR GIFTS
Visit the.
JAN LIN SHOP
219 E. LIBERTY
7sUSA Reorganizes; Chairman Kelley
Reporls On national Activities
National Student Association committee members reorganized
for the coming year as the Senate-confirme- d officers took over
their new duties. Porter Kelley is chairman of the. Wooster N.S.A.;
Walt Grosjean, vice-chairma- n; M. J. Smirt, corresponding and
recording secretary; Susan Parker, information secretary; and
Lomn Kreider, treasurer.
Wife of Former Veteran
Student Dies in Toledo
Mrs. C. Webster Cole, known to her
friends on campus as "Katie", died
Wednesday, April 6 in Toledo.
The Coles, while Web was in school,
lived in the Stadium units, and Katie
had been director of religious edura
tion at the Methodist church in Woos
ter. Web, who was a member of the
class of 1950, is now an accountant
with the Southworth Equipment com
pany of Toledo.
MORE ON .
Muttering
(Continued from page 3)
there for a very definite reason. There
are times when the greens are too soft
and wet for anybody to walk on them
and so for a few hours it is necessary
to keep everyone off the course. Fol-
lowing such a rule is just using com"
mon sense and respecting good citizen-
ship principles.
Another rule which is often broken,
and which again involves signs which
are legible to anyone whether you
are a college student or not, is the one
which says, "Stay back of
.
the tee
markers". Again, those tee markers are
not put there for decorative purposes
but they are placed there in the.
interest of soil conservation. These
markers are constantly moved about so
that one area will not become com-
pletely devoid of grass.
No Sunday Morning
Another thing which some of you
may not know. When the Board of
Trustees granted permission for the
course to be open on Sundays they
did so with the stipulation that no
one be allowed to play on Sunday
morning. Whether you approve of this
rule or not you must obey it since
you are a member of the community.
As can be readily seen it is not very
difficult to observe the rules which
are laid down for the preservation of
the course and indifference to them
causes needless destruction of one of
the best college golf courses in this
region, so let's all display our better
natures and show a true sportsmanlike
attitude by adhering to the regulations
which are laid down for the benefit of
' 'everyone.
Wooiter'i Newest Photographic
Studio
CHITA MICHELSON
SALLY'S
123 E. Liberty Phona 1894
WOOSTER
THEATRE
FRI. . SAT.
"SHOCKPROOF"
and
"JUNGLE JIM"
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
"TAKE ME OUT TO
THE BALL GAME"
In Technicolor
N WED. . THUR.
"YOU GOTTA STAY
HAPPY"
At - this - meeting, - the - committee
drafted a faculty rating sheet which
will be referred to the Student Senate
and the College Curiculum Commit-
tee.
Some of the letters for the pro-
jected international exchange have ar-
rived and distribution will begin this
week. The rest of the letters and
addresses will be made available as
they are received.
Information received from national
headquarters of N.S.A. will help an-
swer the question of what the or-
ganization is doing, says Chairman
Kelley. Activities and projects are re-
ported in the following paragraphs.
Congress Aug. 24-Sep- t. 2
National Executive Committee meet-
ing at Cleveland College, April 1-- 3,
discussed plans for the Second Nation-
al Student Congress, August 24-Septem-- ber
2. Wooster students interested in
attending this congress should contact
Dave Castle soon.
N.S.A. has called upon Congress to
enact legislation, a Civilian G.I. Bill,
to provide for direct support for nearly
300,000 college students. It would be
administered without discrimination as
to race, creed, economic or social
status. This action was given a role
of importance when it was reported
that general tuition is expected to
increase another 10 per cent in the
coming year. It is also true that de-
spite current enrollment of more than
2,400,000, seventy-fiv- e per cent of the
nation's seventeen to eighteen year old
group are not enrolled in colleges and
some fifty per cent of this group are
in families whose incomes is below
$3,000 per year.
Propose Scholarships
N.S.A. has launched its program on
three levels. In the first two, its mem-
ber colleges and regional organizations
have been called upon to solicit public
and congressional support for national
scholarship legislation.
On the national level, the following
steps have been taken: The staff of
N.S.A. has appealed to House and
Senate Committees to recommend na-
tional scholarship legislation; the
N.S.A. subcommission in Washington
is preparing to circularize all individ-
ual- members of Congress to enlist
their support; and the staff of N.S.A.
is studying pending legislation before
Congress and will prepare recom-
mendations for the National Executive
Committee- - on the endorsement of
specific measures.
.
Representatives of N.S.A. have also
presented these views to Senator Elbert
Thomas of Utah and Representative
Lesinski of Michigan, chairmen of the
Senate and House Committees, dealing
with educational legislation and N.S.A.
has offered to appear before these
committees in future hearings.
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Vets' Wives Give
Fashion Preview
Everything from bathing suits to
formal gowns will be modeled by
members of the Vets' Wives Club at
a preview of summer fashions which
will be given Thursday, April 21, at
7:45 in Lower Galpin. With co-operati- on
from the Beulah Bechtel shop, the
style show is being given for the
benefit of Boys' Village; an admission
charge of fifty cents will cover both
refreshments and a contribution to the
charity organization.
Of special interest to women who
are planning summer weddings will
be the showing of this season's bridal
wear and trousseau clothing.
Tickets may be purchased at the
door or from any member of the club.
THE Corporation
On Spring Trip
Departing at 8 o'clock this morning,
THE Corporation, economics club,
made a tour of several businesses in
Cleveland today. First stop was the
brokerage firm of Hornblower &
Weeks, after which they visited the
Cleveland stock exchange. Next the
group went to the Federal Reserve
Bank, where they were served lunch
and shown some movies on the Federal
Reserve system.
In the afternoon they were guests
of the Cleveland Graphite Bronze
Company , on a two-hou- r tourn of the
plant. Art Weiss, Bette Weir, and Joe
Lane were in charge of the trip.
Advise Vets On Saving
Year-En-d School Leave
Veterans' Administration has an-
nounced that those veterans who wish
to conserve every bit of time possible
for their schooling should stop in at
the Guidance Center in Lower Kauke
to cancel the automatic 15 days' leave
which is given to every veteran at the
end of the official school year.
Closing date for this cancellation of
leave has been set for May 6. Veterans
who will be attending summer school
need not cancel the leave, but will
fill out necessary forms at Registration.
Name Color Day
Dance Directors
Directors of the dances to be pre-
sented in the Color bay pageant are
Poppy Dengler, Mina Hayes, and Mary
Limbach, pageant director Betsy Jones
announced Wednesday.
Poppy, will have charge of the
Negro dance and the waltz; Mina, the
Indian dance and the children's dance
which will be based on stories from
Tom Sawyer and Vanity Fair; and
Mary Limbach will direct the "can-
can." .
Squarea..,,,
Hfuot for You!
It's new! It's herel . . .It's
the smartest fashion to reach
you in years. With four
patch pockets to emphasize
a soft drape, this suit will
hugyourneck and shoulders
and fall naturally as tho it
were custom made for you
alone.
Come in today and be fitted
with ease in this newest of
fashions.
WOOL, GABARDINE
and FLANNELS
50
AN D E R'S
